
A Pencil For Every Occasion
A Drawing Materials Guide for Art Nerds

Have you ever found yourself with the itch to draw but then you get 
stumped because you can’t figure out what materials to use? 

Charcoal or graphite, brush- or ballpoint pen? The options are endless.

To sidestep any future bewilderment over pencil choices I have compiled 
this materials guide so next time you want to draw you can confidently 
whip out the right tool.

This is by no means an exhaustive list, but a compThis is by no means an exhaustive list, but a comprehensive overview of 
materials well-suited for working in a sketchbook.
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Charcoal: The Dark One

Purpose and Strength: Charcoal is a super versatile medium. It allows for powerfully rich 
darks, and for subtly nuanced transitions at the same time. 

Pencil types: 

Classic : Generals, Art Alternatives/Ritmo
Oil based blend: Cretacolor Nero
Carbon: Wolff’s 
Clay-based blend: Conte
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Finish and How-To: Charcoal has a matte, powdery finish.

You can use charcoal to create linear, cross-hatched, or blended results. To 
achieve smooth results, free of marks, begin with hard pencils and layer softer 
and softer grades on top. You can even blend your marks with a soft brush, a 
blending stump or your fingers.

Carbon and Carbon and Conte will produce the blackest tones, but the trade-off is that they 
are impossible to erase completely.
Cretacolor Neros combine the control of a graphite pencil with the darker tones 
of charcoal. Neros won’t smudge like other charcoal pencils but don’t get as 
dark either. They are the ideal choice for heavy-handed artists.

Charcoal thrives in large formats. So if you have a tiny sketchbook graphite 
might be the better choice for you.

Other Charcoal types:
Vine /WIllow: long sticks ranging in softness and thickness. Super blendable; 
great for lay-ins. Not good for detail work.
Compressed Charcoal: Square blocks yielding dark tone quickly. More 
permanent than vine and willow, but still eraseable. Perfect in combination 
with charcoal pencils for more detail.
NitNitram: Similar to vine and willow but in a square format. Perfect for a 
hyper-nuanced look and time-intensive layering work. Easy to erase but not as 
dusty as vine/willow.



Graphite: The Classic

Purpose and strengths: The first tool most artists pick up is the classic #2 graphite 
pencil. Graphite is the go-to choice when you want clarity of line with an option for 
some tone aka shading. It is perfect for sketchbook doodles, and yet can be 
transformed into a highly nuanced finish.
Choose woodless pencils for larger, tonal drawing, classic wood-encased pencils for 
when you need line and tone, and a mechanical pencil when you want super fine 
details.

Finish and How-To: Graphite has a grey, metallic sheen to its finish, and excels in 
showcasing refined details.

Hardness/lightness and softness/darkness get indicated on a scale from 
9H-HB-9B. 
Choose 9H-2H for lay-ins, HB-4B for mid-process work, and 4B-9B for pushing 
contrast in the last phase of your drawing.
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Types: Classic, woodless, or mechanical



Pen and Ink: The Permanent Choice
Types: 
Old-school nib
Felt-tip
Brush-tip
Ball-point tip

Purpose and Strength: Pen and ink can be used as a direct sketching tool, or as a 
means of finishing “inking” a preliminary drawing. It leaves a permanent mark and 
is a line-based tool. You can create tones by hatching your marks.

Finish and How-to: Depending on the tip you can create broad and soft lines, or 
thin and even ones. 

Brush tips will give you the most line variation within a single stroke and take 
some practice to control. Felt tips range from hyper-fine, precision lines to 
broader marks. Old-school nibs, have a lovely tactile quality in their application 
but need frequent re-dipping. 
Ball-point tips vary from brand to brand and range from being smudgy to Ball-point tips vary from brand to brand and range from being smudgy to 
pencil-like in their application. Here you really have to find what suits your 
specific needs and have fun exploring the varieties.

Added bonus: You can use colored inks.
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Different tips, different marks:
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Ball-point types
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Color Choices For When Black And White Just Doesn’t Cut It
Inktense pencils are similar to watercolor pencil and work both as a dry and wet 
medium. Apply clear water washes to dissolve your marks or build them up like a 
regular pencil without turning them into washes.

Colored pencil: Verithin and Prismacolor Softcore. Both yield bright colors, but the 
Verithin is harder and retains a fine point for longer. When brought to full intensity 
both have a waxy sheen to their finish.

RRed Chalk: The classic color stand-in for charcoal. Conte’s red chalk is more 
powdery than Koh-i-Noor’s version, which is waxier. Conte is great for working on 
textured papers in bold strokes, Koh-i-Noor is the better choice when you need to 
work out controlled nuances and details. 



Razor blade for sharpening charcoals and chalks to a long point.

Bonus: Tools To Keep You Looking Good
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Pencil eraser for when you need to erase precise, small shapes.

Single pencil sharpener for getting pencils on point on the go.

Drywall sanding screen or sand paper for taking off edges and 
getting the finest tips possible on your charcoal, chalk and 
graphite pencils. Use fine grit!

Kneaded eraser for erasing smudgy tones, or lightening up values
by gently dabbing at them (not smearing).


